The Promises and Perils of a Digital Geohumanities

Abstract

This intervention asks to what extent to developments of digital media offer new objects that demand new methods, and to what extent they create new methods that might be applied to older cultural fields creating a digital humanities. It argues that digital media sometimes reanimate older debates and issues not only in what we study but how we do so, and their significance may be less in new techniques than altering the general tools of our trade in cultural geography. The paper looks at both new digital cultures, such as gaming and new converging media, and new methods, be they analysing the data exhaust of digitally mediated social lives, or using new software in literary analysis. Profound tensions exist between quantitative imaginaries of a massive stock of texts yielding determinate meanings and deconstructive visions of texts yielding indeterminate and proliferating meanings. Big data sits uneasily with big interpretation. The paper suggests a materialist semiosis is needed to attend to the permutations where new digital techniques may form affective technologies conveying meanings as much as effective analytical tools.
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Introduction

There has never been a shortage of hyperbole regarding digital media’s always imminent, somehow never arriving, effects on society and the academy, be they from cheerleaders or prophets of doom. And yet there is a remarkable sensation I sometimes feel about the relationship of research and digital devices that everything has changed and nothing has changed. There was a moment doing fieldwork in 2004 for me when I looked at the back seat of a hire car and realised there were two digital cameras, one digital camcorder, a voice recorder and laptop. They were all making digital files which I would process and link with a bibliographic database package that in turn linked increasingly either digital versions of papers or my own notes on publications stored as digital files. I had perhaps consequently chosen a Moleskine notebook for my fieldnotes as something of a retro affectation. This short intervention seeks to unsettle the continuity of methods in a world whose cultures are increasingly lived through digital media, whilst probing some of the claims of new ‘digital’ methods that seem to promise miraculous solutions to well-worn problems.

This commentary draws on materialist media studies that point to the effects of technologies of media on how we think as well as the effect of their content on what we think about. They refuse to divide ‘container’ and ‘content’ or ‘atoms’ and ‘bits’. All
media have complex materialities and are not dematerialised information. Like Johanna Drucker I want to resist the ‘pixel-plagued bit-weary’ investment in a form of materiality that creates a false binary of ‘the matter of the real’ in opposition to an immateriality attributed to the ‘virtual’.¹ To exemplify this it is perhaps salutary to return to an old technology when it was new. At some point in 1882, Friedrich Nietzsche bought a typewriter. He bought it since his failing eyesight meant staring at the page whilst writing brought on terrible headaches. Typing by touch, he could write with his eyes closed. But it also began to inflect what Nietzsche wrote. Friedrich Kittler notes that Nietzsche's prose ‘changed from arguments to aphorisms, from thoughts to puns, from rhetoric to telegram style’.² Nietzsche himself recognized that ‘our writing equipment takes part in the forming of our thoughts’ suggesting we all need to think about the tools of our trade. Nor can we opt out of new technologies, not even by using a retro notebook. We are all now digital scholars these days – even if it is ‘digital lite’ in terms of using various forms of digital mediation in various aspects of our work. This general engagement should not be overlooked, when the banal technologies of storing, filing and writing work as the scaffolds for our practice. As Katherine Hayles notes for contemporary thinking

‘the keyboard comes to seem an extension of one’s thoughts rather than an external device on which one types. Embodiment then takes the form of
extended cognition, in which human agency and thought are enmeshed within larger networks that extend beyond the desktop computer into the environment’. iii

The impact of new media is not just on what we study but how we think. There is then no opting out of digital scholarship. As Kittler reminds us, Heidegger highlighted that:

‘whether or not we personally ever use the typewriter is not important. What is important is that all of us are thrown into the age of typewriting, whether we like it or not. Of course, Heidegger himself preferred to continue his work in his own handwriting’ iv

But we do not need to rely on the slightly romantic and anti-technological bent of a thinker like Heidegger. Walter Benjamin was similarly intrigued by the way technologies for storing, processing and presenting information shaped our thinking. As he put it looking at the desk of the 1930s,

‘The card index marks the conquest of three-dimensional writing, and so presents an astonishing counterpoint to the three-dimensionality of script in its original form as rune or knot notation. And today the book is already, as the present mode of scholarly production demonstrates, an outdated mediation between two different filing systems. For
everything that matters is to be found in the card box of the research who wrote it, and the scholar studying it assimilates it into his own card index.'

It is well known then that he attempted to create a form of writing that enabled such a three dimensionality through ‘files’ of examples rather than linear prose. All underpinned by the humble technology of filing, indexing and referencing. A reminder that the database has longer pedigree in academic work than its digital form. In the 1990s there was a rash of work heralding the new possibilities and forms of electronic writing as a hyperlinked database, pointing to the almost embarrassingly literal enactment of deconstructive theory’s destabilisation of the text. And yet, as Jacques Derrida reflected, the texts of his that were ‘most disobedient to tenets of linear writing,’ he wrote before computers enabled dislocations and grafts, in fact *Glas* was written with an Olivetti typewriter:

‘It was theorized and it was done – yesterday. The path of these new typographies, which have become common today, was blazed in an experimental fashion a long time ago. It’s thus necessary to invent other ‘disorders’, more discreet, less jubilatory and exhibitionist ones which this time would be contemporary with the computer.'
This intervention will seek those modest disruptions in arenas of cultural geography both where the object of our study has become digital and where our mode of study now uses digital media. I use that as a heuristic conscious it risks restaging the dualism of field and academy, things and thought, *res extensa* and *res cogitans*, which material media analysis debunks. Within these two broad areas, I want to make a further subdivision between the ‘migration of our cultural legacy into digital form and the creation of new, born-digital materials’. I will first, and most briefly, look at new digital objects of study; secondly, the ways the prevalence of digital media renders the social perceptible in new ways. Likewise I divide the effects of digital media on academic practice, into, first, converging forms of knowledge as they become digital and, second, the application of new digital and computational techniques to old issues—exemplified by new approaches to literary geographies.

In doing this I cut across the terrain staked out as a project of geohumanities and that of a digital humanities. Ketchum, Luria, Dear, and Richardson’s recent text speaks then of four dimensions of geohumanities, ‘geocreativity (creative places), geotexts (spatial literacies), geoimagery (visual geographies), and geohistories (spatial histories)’. This intervention stresses the challenge of new media to the first three with the creation of new kinds of place and modes of interacting, with new textual and visual apparatus. It comes back to the ‘spatial humanities’ which they bracket as one and same as ‘the
digital humanities’ which is described as ‘the absorption of methods of geographical information science into humanities scholarship’. That constricted definition of the digital humanities is not one many who identify as practitioners would accept – even if they acknowledge the rise of spatial databases and spatialised presentations of data. I want to hold to Katherine Hayles expansive set of possible outcomes. xi To do this means a seeing the digital geohumanities as being an oscillation between using digital technologies in studying traditional objects and also humanities methods in studying digital objects.xii

**Digital Cultures and Born Digital Objects**

There are new cultural forms and practices created through digital media that would seem at first blush to beckon for newly digital modes of analysis. And yet on probing, these born digital cultural artefacts – like computer games – turn out to be ‘remediating’ previous media structures.xiii We need to ask what are the continuities and what are the changes, for instance attending to how game aesthetics remediate landscape. There is little novel in the ideological content of, say, many video games’ depiction of racialised Others. The long running franchise of *Grand Theft Auto* plays on
an American urban imaginary taken from TV and film. It also trades on racialised and sexualised stereotypes to animate urban spaces.\textsuperscript{xiv} We might see a not so crypto-Orientalism in the conversion of Middle Eastern cities into backdrops and theatres of action, people into targets and victims for ‘first person shooter’ games positioning the player as a western soldier. However, games such as \textit{Full Spectrum Warrior: Ten hammers} remEDIATE that by using simulated contemporary CNN style news media coverage as framing devices.\textsuperscript{xv} In contrast to first person view games, some, such as \textit{Age of Empire}, use map views deploying the cartographic device of a slow map reveal in the corner of the screen and play around the different spatial knowledges and forms of representing travel and mapping.\textsuperscript{xvi}

Studies have looked at the socialities (and less often spatialities) of online worlds as new creative places for either simulated social encounter (as in Virtual Worlds) or collaborative quest based games (Massively Multiplayer Online Roleplaying Games (MMPORGs)). The coming together in a simulated place by distributed actors challenges the embodied copresence in participant observation manuals. And yet, as illustrated by Longan’s piece in this issue, research practice seems a very familiar ethnographic one at heart. So we have new forms, recycling formats, being analysed by methods that fuse old techniques with new practices.
Digital lives: rendering culture perceptible.

The percolation of new media into everyday life suggests separations of real and virtual, material and cyberspace are misconceived. This is not the place to explore the transformations this enables in the organisation of culture, society, economy and urban life, my concern here is more with the methods it enables to study these. Suffice to say initial prophecies of placeless or dematerialised living have now been replaced by an attention on how for instance media enable local life to function. \textsuperscript{xvii} beyond that far from there just being social networks there has been a proliferation of location based social networks,\textsuperscript{xviii} and far from virtual games there are ‘hybrid’ digital games that embed themselves into places – with simulated zombie attacks in real life streets or playing around and against other nearby participants.\textsuperscript{xx} Moreover art works increasingly annotate spaces and layer digital content onto places, or use places to inform media content.\textsuperscript{xx} A variety of geowebbed media are now also conveying stories in situ, for instance in the work of Janet Cardiff or indeed repopulating urban settings with past soundscapes or artistic interventions.\textsuperscript{xxi} Here then new media are allied with a distributed archive imbricated in spatial practices. Others mash multiple different
forms of data together to alter the experience of the spaces and add possibilities for popular archiving. Of course popular archiving and authorship then (as ever) reflect the multiple dimensions of power in this case mediated through new technology, about who gets to author what. It is at this point then possible to analyse the layering of different signifiers in different variants of media onto places – to look at either a palimpsest or indeed competing media and their differing constituencies of users trying to create hegemonic meanings for places. We have then a very literal enactment of long established arguments about contested and polysemic landscapes. But here then for cultural geography are either new tools for intervention, where we might add public archival annotation via geotagging to existing techniques.

Social media render the back and forth of social life perceptible to analysis (be that by academics, governments or more often corporations) through the digital traces – the data exhaust – they leave. Our banal social lives become digitally mediated and can be subject to quantitative encapsulation through lexical analysis. For instance Alan Mislove and colleagues applied a word-rating system – scoring positive and negative connotations – to US based geolocated tweets to produce stunning time lapse maps of the ‘mood of the nation’. Similar approaches have correlated postings with stock market movements and yet so far the conclusions have been banal. The poetics and affective power of the visualisation have often been more powerful than the supposed
'result’. One result that is clear is the institution of the social media used as ‘evidential’ and media researchers who use it are ‘not mere observers or utilizers of social media content but are promoters of this infrastructure’ who by framing an issue via a specific media platform risk reproducing how that media frames the issue.xxv

Such analyses render apparent the centrality of the transmission of affects and feelings to the going on of social life.xxvi And yet, this is done via quantification whereas so much work on emotions or affects has started from postulating them as unquantifiable. Latour and Lepinay turned to Gabriel Tarde, who saw the economy and the social as a series of quantifiable intensities, in response. At the start of the twentieth century, he argued that the problem of scientific study of society was not that it quantified, but that its metric was wrong. He wondered about the possibilities of developing metrics for fame, charisma, happiness by creating ‘valuemeters’ or ‘glorimeters’. They note, we should nowadays ‘have no difficulty understanding what digitization has done to the calculation of authority, the mapping of credibility and the quantification of glory’.xxvii However, enthusiasm for alternate metrics rather underplays possible alienation by any and all metrics. So to take an example close to home, the concatenation of student evaluations, national research evaluations, league tables, citation analyses, twitter buzz (where the circulation of academic work on social media is logged by initiatives like alt.metricsxxxviii) and so forth that increasingly govern
academic life do not seem to promote positive affects. These metrics do not simply report the world, but rather format it in their own image. Rendering cultural life more perceptible, and thus amenable to action by different groups, highlights what Kittler called ‘institutions of selection’ which attribute significance. It is also the case then that such data by replicating current patterns of interaction tend to be conservative both in repeating what is currently dominant but also restaging a simplistic monism.

**Digital convergence**

If new media are recording traces of cultural life, so too are the old media being transformed. Cultural geography has tended to focus on the meaning rather than the substance of media, saying much more about the dematerialised ‘text’ than the ‘book’. As Keighren and Withers note most work in geography focuses on the content of printed narratives to the neglect of epistolary conventions. We have been (too) eager to read artefacts like texts, and rather less adept at seeing texts as artefacts. As Kittler argues media are ‘material devices for producing, processing, transmitting and storing information’. What is underway with the increasing use of digital media is a mnemotechnical shift from the library to the database. Roger Chartier suggests that the result is a dedifferentiation of discourses that were previously held apart by
material differences and associated conventions. Chartier is led to speculate that ‘in the digital world all textual entities are like databases that offer fragments, the reading of which in no way implies the perception of the work or the body of works from which they come’. \( \text{xxxvi} \) The question is whether the database is antitethical to narrative, as argued by Lev Manovich, or symbiotic with it as Katherine Hayles would have it. \( \text{xxxvii} \)

This suggests attending rather more to the conventions and modes of information presentation. Drucker argues it highlights the spatial organisation of texts and how those structure semantic relations. \( \text{xxxviii} \) In this she raises two approaches made possible, the first she calls speculative computing, the other a digital humanities where there is a scientific attachment to objective data. The former kind of vision draws on the power of visualisation to produce an affective response and Drucker calls for ‘diagrammatology’ where the compositional possibilities and distribution of materials perform relations. \( \text{xxxix} \) The latter approach of digital humanities mines the universe of digital textual objects to reveal patterns of relations through data visualisation or ‘Infovis’ techniques:

‘Infovis uses graphical primitives such as points, straight lines, curves, and simple geometric shapes to stand in for objects and relations between them - regardless of whether these are people, their social relations, stock prices, income of
nations, unemployment statistics, or anything else. ... This reductionism becomes the default “meta-paradigm” of modern science and it continues to rule scientific research today.’

Therefore this approach may well unnerve many for it is not only radically quantitative but informed by a reductionist sensibility:

‘in the sciences, theory distils from experience a few underlying regularities, thus reducing a seemingly infinite number of particularities into a parsimonious few. The more instances that can be reduced, the more powerful the theory is meant to be [...]. Reduction is good, proliferation is bad’

This reductive digital humanities is exemplified in ‘culturomics’ that mines the digitised books available through Google to chart, for instance, the frequency of emotive terms over time and between countries or look at the rise and fall of key terms about climate change. However, looking for cultural markers as metonyms of wider larger cultural units is something that has rather gone out of fashion in cultural geography. By contrast when social media are mined, what is being traced are performative flows rather than markers of specific cultures. I share Delyser and Sui’s concern that such might submerge traditional interpretative scholarship with
superficial number crunching that does not situate the object or process of analysis. xliv

Mays argues powerfully that deconstructive and quantified approaches view texts in contrasting ways. Deconstruction tends to focus on a specific work to show its meaning is indeterminate, open to proliferation and contested interpretation, whilst quantitative methods grasp the proliferation of texts assigning them determinate meanings. xliv

Quantifying the aesthetic or the aesthetics of quantification?: digital mapping and literary geographies

In this context we might revisit the notion of mapping texts inspired by authors such as Franco Moretti:

What do literary maps allow us to see? Two things basically. First, they highlight the ortgebunden, place-bound nature of literary forms, each of them with its peculiar geometry, its boundaries, its spatial taboos and favourite routes. And then, maps bring to light the internal logic of narrative: the semiotic domain around which a plot coalesces and self-organises. xlvi
The rise of GIS has eased the literal mapping of all the places mentioned or where scenes occur in books, which mostly follow the relatively inert idea of space in Moretti. The restricted spatiality may stem from a sometimes shallow engagement of GIS work with other work on literary geography. For instance, Piatti at al. imagine themselves viewing ‘the horizon of a promising interdisciplinary research field – a future literary geography’. xlvii According to the ‘literary geographies’ blog xlviii some 369 works on place, space and literature that had already been published that decade. The spatio-temporal forms, relations and analyses worked through in those offer rather richer concepts than typologising types of spaces (visited by characters, scenes of action, imagined or spoken of, or routeways) and their frequency of occurrence.

One can mine William Wordsworth’s poems xlix or Joyce’s Ulysses for place names but it is less clear how that gets us very far in understanding ideas of the natural in the former or, say, the influence of Vico’s geopoetic theory of scalar recapitulation in the latter. l Indeed when Travis uses Vico’s recapitulative time to understand 1930s Dublin in O’Brien’s At Swim Two Bird, he ends up moving away from what he terms a scientific metonymic GIS to a metaphorical GIS. The former can trace timespace paths of O’Brien’s narrator but to include Vico inspired temporality he has to employ metaphorically separated layers. The result is less an analytical map than an evocative visualisation; less digital humanities than speculative computing in Drucker’s terms. li
There is also traffic the other way, where literary material is infusing mapping. So now there are geowebbed applications that say transpose the places of Ulysses back onto Dublin. Or, more in the spirit of diagrammatology, take the relations between places and transpose them onto entirely different cities.

**Agendas**

I finish then not with conclusions but issues developing or challenging both to digital approaches and to non-digital techniques. It seems to me that it is impossible to ignore these challenges to how cultural geographies approach their objects of study. Equally, it seems unproven that some of the new techniques lead to much conceptual advance. Three points do emerge across the range of approaches presented here. First, many of these approaches serve to mobilise texts and destabilise the relationship with people. Texts are made much more strongly performative than representational and people are no longer ‘autonomous’ actors. Moreover, digital media shift attention from stocks of information (in archives and libraries which people may choose to visit) to flows of information (even if people try and ignore them). As Kittler puts it ‘persons are not
objects but addresses which make possible the assessment of further communications’.\textsuperscript{iii}

Second, this seems to decentre the agency of the human actors or as Kittler puts it the hylomorphism of media as matter and content as spirit, where ‘living spirit’ is opposed to ‘the dead letter’.\textsuperscript{iii} Third, there is challenge from digital geohumanities to reconcile the elaboration of meaning from a specific body of material and the reduction of a massive corpus to a pattern. Here then we must ask about the desire behind analysing big data and how it throws into relief cultural geographers’ taste for ‘big interpretation’. Forms of monism may have made something of a comeback in cultural geography, but not the reductive forms of social physics sometimes underpinning calculative analysis.\textsuperscript{iv} Fourth, digital media affect all our research not just by creating new ‘objects of study in new formats’, but shifting ‘the critical ground on which we conceptualize our activity’.\textsuperscript{iv}
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